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1 Introduction  
This whitepaper will discuss various ways to update Lifecycle Controller using Dell Repository Manager. 

There are three different ways to use the update repositories with Lifecycle Controller. The main 

advantage is to update the server in a Pre-OS environment. The Lifecycle Controller GUI offers a single 

access point and interface for performing comprehensive platform updates hardware configuration, OS 

deployments, and diagnostics on Lifecycle Controller. The Lifecycle Controller GUI introduces multiple 

platform update features, which are designed to simplify, automate, standardize, and secure the update 

process for IT administrators. Administrators can launch the application by booting the server and pressing 

and holding the F10 button. 

• Selecting updates using Local Drives (CD/DVD/USB) 

• Selecting updates using Network Share (CIFS/NFS) 

• Selecting updates over Internet (ftp.dell.com) 

ftp://ftp.dell.com/
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2 Create Repository using Dell Repository Manager 
Dell Repository Manager is an application that allows you to create customized bundles and repositories 

on systems running the Microsoft Windows operating system. Following steps will explain about the 

creation of repository using the Dell Repository Manager.  

 

Figure 1 Dell Repository Manager Console 

1. Open the Dell the repository Manager. 

 

Figure 2 Create New Repository 

2. On the“My Repositories” tab, Click New - > Create New Repository menu option..   
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Figure 3 Provide Name and Description to the new repository 

3. The Create New Repository menu option will pops-up the wizard where to provide few details for 

creating new repository. Provide the Name and Description for the new repository as shown in the 

above screenshot. Click “Next” to proceed further. 
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Figure 4 Select Base Repository 

4. Select the Base Repository with Dell Online Catalog or Local Source Repository or Custom 

Repositories. In this example, the Dell Online Catalog option is selected as the Base Repository for 

creating new repository. Click “Next” to proceed further.  

 

Figure 5 Select Brand Server 
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5. Select the Brand of Server or Storage for creating new repository and Click “Next” to proceed 

further. 

 

Figure 6 Select Operating Systems  

6. Select Windows 32-bit operating system for creating the new repository. Lifecycle Controller 

utilizes Windows DUPs to deploy updates. Click “Next” to proceed further.   

 

Figure 7 Select Models from the list of models  
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7. This shows up the models available for the selected brand. Select the models that you would like 

to include in your repository.  In this example, PowerEdge R620 is selected for the new repository. 

Click “Next” to proceed further.   

 

Figure 8 Select Bundles 

8. Select the bundles from the list of bundles or the Repository Manager will automatically include 

the most recent bundle for the given platform. Click “Next” to proceed further.. 
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Figure 9 Choose Optional Components  

9. Choose Optional Components if necessary and Click “Next” to proceed further. 

 

Figure 10 Displays Summary Information  

10. It displays the summary information and Click “Finish” to create new repository. 
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Figure 11 Created New Repository with Bundles  

The above screenshot displays new repository created with the system bundles.  
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3 Selecting updates using Local Drives (CD/DVD/USB) 
Lifecycle Controller allow the administrators to update the platform by using CD, DVD, USB drive or Local 

Virtual Drive. In this example, we are updating the platforms using Virtual Drive. Virtual Drive can be 

created via iDRAC and upload the folder through virtual drive where the repository having Dell Update 

Packages and catalog.xml file.  

The below procedure is for creating DUP’s and Catalog.xml using the Dell Repository Manager. 

 

Figure 12 Dell Repository Manager Console 

1. Open the Dell the repository Manager. 
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Figure 13 Select Bundles in Dell Repository Manager 

2. Create Repository and add the bundles to the repository. Choose the bundles that are supported 

to the current platform where Lifecycle Controller is running. You can create multiple bundles 

with the same repository.   

 

Figure 14 Save the repository 
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3. Select the bundle and click “Save” to download the Full Repository that contains both Catalog file 

and the Dell Update Packages or the catalog.xml only. Save repository to the local folder by 

selecting the browse button. Click “Save” button to download the packages. It will start 

downloading the Dell Update Packages along with the Catalog.xml.  

The repository folder will contain the Catalog.xml and the corresponding Dell Update Packages. 

 

Figure 15 Display the contents of the saved repository 

4. The saved repository folder is copied to either through CD, DVD, USB or by creating Virtual USB 

Drive through iDRAC.  Once uploaded the saved repository folder from the Virtual USB Drive, go to 

the Unified Server Configuration by pressing F10 on the BIOS menu. It will start the Lifecycle 

Controller and click the “Firmware Update” to launch the firmware update. 
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Figure 16 Launch firmware update 

5. Click on the firmware update and it shows up the selection of the local repository.   

 

Figure 17 Select the update repository for Local Drive 

6. Select the local drive (CD or DVD or USB) and click “Next” to proceed further.   
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Figure 18 Enter the path of saved repository location 

7. In the above screen, select the local drive where the update packages are available or else provide 

the path for catalog.xml location if the file is available in different location. In this example, the 

catalog.xml is available on the same drive where packages are going to be updated. So the catalog 

location need not specify if the Catalog.xml file is available in the same location. The Lifecycle 

controller will pick up catalog.xml file in the default folder. Click “Next” to go to the next screen. 

 

Figure 19 Verify the image for selected device 

8. It displays the popup “Please wait the image in the selected device is verified” for verifying the 

selected devices. 
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Figure 20 Display the available system updates 

9. After verifying of the selected device, the Firmware Update displays the selected devices that are 

applicable for the current platform and it shows the current and previous versions of each 

component. Click “Apply” to update the platform. 

 

Figure 21 Update task in progress 

   The above figure shows the progress of BIOS update for the current platform. 
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4 Selecting updates using Network Share (CIFS/NFS) 
You can use the network share either CIFS or NFS for updating the platform. Copy the saved bundles and 

the catalog.xml folder in the network share. 

 

Figure 22 Select the update repository for Network Share 

1. Select the Network Share to update the platform. Click “Next” to continue. 

 

Figure 23 Enter the details of network share 
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2. On the screen, select either CIFS or NFS to access the updates over the network share.  In this 

example, I choose the option “CIFS” and provided the share name where the updates are available 

and also provided the Update Package path to “bios.exe” for updating BIOS. Click Next to 

continue. 

 

Figure 24 Connecting to the network share 

3. It pops up message “Connecting to Network Share” to connect CIFS Network share. 

 

Figure 25 Display the available system updates 
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4. It launches the firmware update page where it shows the information about the current and 

previous available update for BIOS. Click Apply to update the platform. It may require rebooting 

the server. 
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5 Selecting updates over Internet (ftp.dell.com) 
The updates can be downloaded over the internet via ftp.dell.com or provide the local configured ftp 

server.  

1. Select the “ftp server” on the launch firmware page. 

 

Figure 26 Select the update repository for FTP server 

2. Click on the “Launch Update Firmware” where you will find the option of selecting the “FTP Server” 

for updating through ftp://ftp.dell.com/. Click “Next”. 

ftp://ftp.dell.com/
ftp://ftp.dell.com/
ftp://ftp.dell.com/
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Figure 27 Enter details of FTP server 

3. This page provides you the option to enter the details of the ftp server. In this case, we choose to 

enter the default server to get the updates for the current platform.  Also you can provide the local 

ftp server which you are configured on your box by providing the username, password and catalog 

locaiton where the catalog is stored.  Incase if your server is having any proxy settings you can also 

provide the proxy setting details by enabling the “Enable Settings” option. Click “Next”. 

 

Figure 28 Verify the image for selected device 
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4. The dialog pops up to verify the available platform information at the remote repository. 

 

Figure 29 Verify the catalog signature 

It also verifies the catalog signature on the remote location. 

 

Figure 30 Display the available system updates 
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5. Once the verification is done, it displays the available system updates information. This will show 

the table of components containing the Current and Available versions.  Select the components 

you want to update and Click Apply for update the system. 

 

Figure 31 Download the update packages 

6. After clicking Apply, the Lifecycle controller will download the updates and start applying them to 

your system when it is rebooted. BIOS and Firmware updates generally always require a reboot.   
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6 Automatic Update using iDRAC 7 (v1.50.50 or greater) 
Remote repository updates is the newest and the most advanced firmware update mechanism to update a 

wide variety of firmware and applications installed on the PowerEdge server at the click of a button. This 

feature uses an update repository created using the Dell Repository Manager to download and install the 

updates. The repository could either be ftp.dell.com or a user generated repository on the local network 

share. Gone are the days when you had update your PowerEdge server one firmware at a time. Remote 

repository updates provides a simple and easy way to automatically figure out the latest updates that are 

available for your PowerEdge server and install it all at once at the click of a button. The Automatic update 

is available on iDRAC from 12G (For example PowerEdge R720) and above servers. 

iDRAC web user interface can used for scheduling automatic updates as shown in the figure(s) below: 

 

Figure 32 Automatic Update 

The wireframe above shows the Automatic Update tab with Network share and CIFS selected. The 

selected recurrence pattern shows the weekly options. Similarly Automatic Updates can also be scheduled 

through FTP (ftp.dell.com)  

Prerequisites for Automatic Update: 

• PowerEdge 12G or greater server 

• iDRAC7 1.50.50 or greater 

• PowerEdge Server access to Network Share or Dell FTP site 

ftp://ftp.dell.com/
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7 Summary 
Dell provides various tools for applying the Dell Update Packages (DUPs) in various contexts for keeping 

any server up to date. This technical paper describes recommended method(s) for updating Dell system(s) 

in various methods using Lifecycle Controller.   
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This whitepaper will discuss various ways to update Lifecycle Controller using Dell Repository Manager. There are three different ways to use the update repositories with Lifecycle Controller. The main advantage is to update the server in a Pre-OS environment. The Lifecycle Controller GUI offers a single access point and interface for performing comprehensive platform updates hardware configuration, OS deployments, and diagnostics on Lifecycle Controller. The Lifecycle Controller GUI introduces multiple platform update features, which are designed to simplify, automate, standardize, and secure the update process for IT administrators. Administrators can launch the application by booting the server and pressing and holding the F10 button.

· Selecting updates using Local Drives (CD/DVD/USB)

· Selecting updates using Network Share (CIFS/NFS)

· Selecting updates over Internet (ftp.dell.com)

[bookmark: _Toc375304669]Create Repository using Dell Repository Manager

Dell Repository Manager is an application that allows you to create customized bundles and repositories on systems running the Microsoft Windows operating system. Following steps will explain about the creation of repository using the Dell Repository Manager. 

[image: ]

Dell Repository Manager Console

Open the Dell the repository Manager.

[image: ]

Create New Repository

On the“My Repositories” tab, Click New -> Create New Repository menu option..  

[image: ]

Provide Name and Description to the new repository

The Create New Repository menu option will pops-up the wizard where to provide few details for creating new repository. Provide the Name and Description for the new repository as shown in the above screenshot. Click “Next” to proceed further.

[image: ]

Select Base Repository

Select the Base Repository with Dell Online Catalog or Local Source Repository or Custom Repositories. In this example, the Dell Online Catalog option is selected as the Base Repository for creating new repository. Click “Next” to proceed further. 

[image: ]

Select Brand Server

Select the Brand of Server or Storage for creating new repository and Click “Next” to proceed further.

[image: ]

Select Operating Systems 

Select Windows 32-bit operating system for creating the new repository. Lifecycle Controller utilizes Windows DUPs to deploy updates. Click “Next” to proceed further.  

[image: ]

Select Models from the list of models 

This shows up the models available for the selected brand. Select the models that you would like to include in your repository.  In this example, PowerEdge R620 is selected for the new repository. Click “Next” to proceed further.  

[image: ]

Select Bundles

Select the bundles from the list of bundles or the Repository Manager will automatically include the most recent bundle for the given platform. Click “Next” to proceed further..

[image: ]

Choose Optional Components 

Choose Optional Components if necessary and Click “Next” to proceed further.

[image: ]

Displays Summary Information 

It displays the summary information and Click “Finish” to create new repository.

[image: ]

Created New Repository with Bundles 

The above screenshot displays new repository created with the system bundles. 

[bookmark: _Toc375304670]Selecting updates using Local Drives (CD/DVD/USB)

Lifecycle Controller allow the administrators to update the platform by using CD, DVD, USB drive or Local Virtual Drive. In this example, we are updating the platforms using Virtual Drive. Virtual Drive can be created via iDRAC and upload the folder through virtual drive where the repository having Dell Update Packages and catalog.xml file. 

The below procedure is for creating DUP’s and Catalog.xml using the Dell Repository Manager.

[image: ]

Dell Repository Manager Console

Open the Dell the repository Manager.

[image: ]

Select Bundles in Dell Repository Manager

Create Repository and add the bundles to the repository. Choose the bundles that are supported to the current platform where Lifecycle Controller is running. You can create multiple bundles with the same repository.  

[image: ]

Save the repository

Select the bundle and click “Save” to download the Full Repository that contains both Catalog file and the Dell Update Packages or the catalog.xml only. Save repository to the local folder by selecting the browse button. Click “Save” button to download the packages. It will start downloading the Dell Update Packages along with the Catalog.xml. 

The repository folder will contain the Catalog.xml and the corresponding Dell Update Packages.

[image: ]

Display the contents of the saved repository

The saved repository folder is copied to either through CD, DVD, USB or by creating Virtual USB Drive through iDRAC.  Once uploaded the saved repository folder from the Virtual USB Drive, go to the Unified Server Configuration by pressing F10 on the BIOS menu. It will start the Lifecycle Controller and click the “Firmware Update” to launch the firmware update.

[image: ]

Launch firmware update

Click on the firmware update and it shows up the selection of the local repository.  

[image: ]

Select the update repository for Local Drive

Select the local drive (CD or DVD or USB) and click “Next” to proceed further.  

[image: ]

Enter the path of saved repository location

In the above screen, select the local drive where the update packages are available or else provide the path for catalog.xml location if the file is available in different location. In this example, the catalog.xml is available on the same drive where packages are going to be updated. So the catalog location need not specify if the Catalog.xml file is available in the same location. The Lifecycle controller will pick up catalog.xml file in the default folder. Click “Next” to go to the next screen.

[image: ]

Verify the image for selected device

It displays the popup “Please wait the image in the selected device is verified” for verifying the selected devices.

[image: ]

Display the available system updates

After verifying of the selected device, the Firmware Update displays the selected devices that are applicable for the current platform and it shows the current and previous versions of each component. Click “Apply” to update the platform.

[image: ]

Update task in progress

   The above figure shows the progress of BIOS update for the current platform.

[bookmark: _Toc375304671]Selecting updates using Network Share (CIFS/NFS)

You can use the network share either CIFS or NFS for updating the platform. Copy the saved bundles and the catalog.xml folder in the network share.

[image: ]

Select the update repository for Network Share

Select the Network Share to update the platform. Click “Next” to continue.

[image: ]

Enter the details of network share

On the screen, select either CIFS or NFS to access the updates over the network share.  In this example, I choose the option “CIFS” and provided the share name where the updates are available and also provided the Update Package path to “bios.exe” for updating BIOS. Click Next to continue.

[image: ]

Connecting to the network share

It pops up message “Connecting to Network Share” to connect CIFS Network share.

[image: ]

Display the available system updates

It launches the firmware update page where it shows the information about the current and previous available update for BIOS. Click Apply to update the platform. It may require rebooting the server.

[bookmark: _Toc375304672]Selecting updates over Internet (ftp.dell.com)

The updates can be downloaded over the internet via ftp.dell.com or provide the local configured ftp server. 

Select the “ftp server” on the launch firmware page.

[image: ]

Select the update repository for FTP server

Click on the “Launch Update Firmware” where you will find the option of selecting the “FTP Server” for updating through ftp://ftp.dell.com/. Click “Next”.

[image: ]

Enter details of FTP server

This page provides you the option to enter the details of the ftp server. In this case, we choose to enter the default server to get the updates for the current platform.  Also you can provide the local ftp server which you are configured on your box by providing the username, password and catalog locaiton where the catalog is stored.  Incase if your server is having any proxy settings you can also provide the proxy setting details by enabling the “Enable Settings” option. Click “Next”.

[image: ]

Verify the image for selected device

The dialog pops up to verify the available platform information at the remote repository.

[image: ]

Verify the catalog signature

It also verifies the catalog signature on the remote location.

[image: ]

Display the available system updates

Once the verification is done, it displays the available system updates information. This will show the table of components containing the Current and Available versions.  Select the components you want to update and Click Apply for update the system.

[image: ]

Download the update packages

After clicking Apply, the Lifecycle controller will download the updates and start applying them to your system when it is rebooted. BIOS and Firmware updates generally always require a reboot.  

[bookmark: _Toc375304673]Automatic Update using iDRAC 7 (v1.50.50 or greater)

Remote repository updates is the newest and the most advanced firmware update mechanism to update a wide variety of firmware and applications installed on the PowerEdge server at the click of a button. This feature uses an update repository created using the Dell Repository Manager to download and install the updates. The repository could either be ftp.dell.com or a user generated repository on the local network share. Gone are the days when you had update your PowerEdge server one firmware at a time. Remote repository updates provides a simple and easy way to automatically figure out the latest updates that are available for your PowerEdge server and install it all at once at the click of a button. The Automatic update is available on iDRAC from 12G (For example PowerEdge R720) and above servers.

iDRAC web user interface can used for scheduling automatic updates as shown in the figure(s) below:

[image: ]

Automatic Update

The wireframe above shows the Automatic Update tab with Network share and CIFS selected. The selected recurrence pattern shows the weekly options. Similarly Automatic Updates can also be scheduled through FTP (ftp.dell.com) 

Prerequisites for Automatic Update:

· PowerEdge 12G or greater server

· iDRAC7 1.50.50 or greater

· PowerEdge Server access to Network Share or Dell FTP site

[bookmark: _Toc373918069][bookmark: _Toc375304674]Summary

Dell provides various tools for applying the Dell Update Packages (DUPs) in various contexts for keeping any server up to date. This technical paper describes recommended method(s) for updating Dell system(s) in various methods using Lifecycle Controller.  
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